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防波堤の伝達波高に関する実験値の� 1. 

再整理について

合問良実*

要旨

先回発表したデータは，入射i主目玉および反射波高として見掛1)の値(I-Iealyの方法を

使ったことによる)を用いていたことがI切らかになったため，実験値の修正および再整

政を行ない1 Tw.立堤の波高伝途率由実験式� 

KT=4与=05!1-sin :; ( ;;. +silH，V"r _...2α¥瓦I'rJJ 

における係数の修E値と� Lて，� α=2.2，s=O.4を得た。ただし� Rは静水而上の夫端111

である。また反射さ事の推定曲線も新たに得られた。 このi皮両伝達率と反対率との解析に

よって，直立堤によるエネルギ{損失は防波堤の天首位がやや水没したときに五正大で，約� 

30......35%であることが示された。

混成i:JJの越波による伝i主波l.:liについては� αが� 2.2，sはマウシトーのお1さに応じて� 0.1 

-0.35程度目値となる。さらに，捨石マウンド部分を透過するi庄のエネルギーも考慮し

て，混成堤の波高伝達率の算定式の試案を示した。

*水工部被決研究室長� 
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1. Re-analysis of Laboratory Data on Wave 

Transmission over Breakwaters 

Yoshimi GODA場� 

Synopsis 

The data presented previously have been re.analysed with the correction of 
apparent values of incident and re自� ectedwave heights which were introduced 

through the use of Healy's method for their resolution from wave envelopes 

The transmission coefficient of a vertical wall breakwater with the rise R of the 
crest above the still water level has been expressed in the empirical formula of 

あ=喜� =O.5[1間会(-:，吋� )J
respectively. An .4，at 2.2 and 0with revised values of the parametersαand s 

experimental curve for re自� ectioncoefficient was a1so obtained. The re.analysis 
of transmission and refl.ection coefficients has shown that the re1ative loss of 
wave energy by a vertical wall breakwater is about 3日� to35 per cent at the 
maximum，which occurs when the crest of breakwater is slightly submerged. 

For the wave transmission over a composite breakwater，the value ofαhas 
been determined at 2.2 and that of s at 0.1 to 0.35 depending upon the mound 
height. With the consideration of additional energy transmission through the 
rubble mound， a formula is suggested for the transmission coe田� cientof a com 

posite breakwater. 

* Chief of Wave Laboratory，Hydraulics Division 
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1. 防波堤の伝達波高に関ナる実験値の

再整理について

合同良実*

要旨

先回発表したデ{タは，入!lt波間および反対波尚として見掛けの値� (Hea!y白方法を

{亘ったことによる)を用いていたことが切らかになったため，;A験値の修正および再整

理を行ない，直立堤の波高伝達率の実験式� 

TJ" H7' ~ _r π� (R  . ，¥1 
KT=オ =0.SL1-，聞が百十s)J 

における係数百Lt正憾として，� α=2.2，s=0.4を得た。ただし� R は静水而上の天端日

である。また反射率の推定曲線も新たに得られた。この波高{云述率と反射率との解析に

よって� n主立堤によるエネルギー損失は防波堤の天端がやや水没したときに最大で，約� 

30"""35%であることが示された。� 

1完成堤の越波による伝迷波t:iについては� αが� 2.2，戸はマウyドのi珂さに応じて� 0.1 

-0.35程度の憶となる。さらに，拾石マウシド部分を透過する波のエネルギ{も考慮し

て，混成t_Pëの波ï\:~伝述率の算定式の~A~ を示した。

ネ水工部波浪研究室長� 
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Wave Transmission over Breakwaters 

1. Introduction 

The fUl1ction of a breakwater is to prevent the transmission of incoming 
waves behil1d it印� asto provide the calm area of water there. Conventional 
types of breakwaters achieve this aim with suf五cientlyhigh crests which can 
stop overtopping of incoming waves. But the crest of a breakwater is sometimes 
set at th巴� heigl1twhich allows a certain amOUl1t of wave overtopping，because of 
economical consideration of construction cost. A breakwater of low crest height 
is also built purposely as a wave damper for th巴� protectionof a beach. In plan. 
ning a breakwater with a certain amount of wave overtopping， information is 
sought for the transmission coe伍� cientdue to overtopping 

The authorl) has previously presented laboratory data 011 the transmission 
coefficient of vertical wall and composite breakwaters，and has proposed an em-
pirical formula of the following: 

品=号=O. 5[ l-sin会(去十戸)]� for ß-a:~去臼 ß ， (1) 

in which !(T denotes the transmission coefficients， HI and HT stand for the in-
cident and transmitted wave heights， R is the rise of breakwater crest above the 
still water level， and the parametersαand s are assigned the values of 

(0. 1 for high mound breakwaters， 
α=2.0 and s=W 3 for medinm mound breakwaters， (2 ) 

lO. 5 for low mound breakwaters 

The data were obtailled ill the tests cOllducted in wave channels of 50 cm wide 
The channels were tempor窓口� Iyset in a wave basin with separating walls made 
of concrete blocks， in order to maintain the same water level in front of and 
behind a model breakwater and to make possible the continuous operation of test 
without trouble of multi-ref!ections between the model and wave paddle. The 
heights of incident and re自� ectedwaves were resolved from the wave envelope in 
front of a model breakwater by the method of Healy based on the small amplitude 
wave theory: the incident wave height H，being calculated as the average of the 
maximum and minimum heights and the ref!ected wave height Hn being taken 
as the one-half of the difference between the maximum and minimum heights. 
The transmitted wave height was determined from the wave envelope behind a 
model breakwater as the average over a distance. 

Though the above resolution of incident and re百� ectedwaves was considered 
legitimate at the time of presentatiol1， a recent studyわ� revealedthat the method 
yields incorrect results under certain conditions. Thus， the examination and cor-
rection of the laboratory data presented previously became advisable. The cor-
rection was made with a graphical method described in 2 and the re-analysis of 
data was carried OU t in this paper as seen in the subsequent sections 

2. Method of Corre氾� tionfor lncident and Resected Wave Heights 

The trouble in the use of Healy's method is that the incident wave height 
tends to be overestimated and the ref!ected wave height underestimated. This 
is originated from the simple assumption of sinusoidal wave profile， while the 
actual wave pro五lecontains higher harmonic components as the nature of finite 
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Yoshimi GODA 

amplitude waves. For an il1ustrative example. let us examine the case of perfect 
reflection from a vertical wall at x=O. The profile of standing waves thus formed 
is described to the second order of approximation with the condition of HR=Hr 
asめ:

戸あ�  cos l~x cosσt+tME2C叫� ω� s2at寸b02kHr2c叫� x，� (3) 

where: 

b寸� (3吋� khー� c仙肋)�  

fht(州� kh+tanh幼)� (4) 

/L=2π/， 

σ=2π/T， 

with L denoting the wavelength，T the wave period and h the water depth. 
The maximum wave height occurs at the loops at x=u，L/2，L，……� with the 

value of 

Hmox=2HI， (5) 

unlessthe amplitude of the second harmonic becomes so large to produce a secon 
dary crest at the wave trough 

with ・ー・，3L/4，=L/4♂The minimum wave height occurs at the nodes at 
the value of 

Hmin=b22/，H1'. (6) 

This non-zero height is due to the presence of twice frequency oscillation at the 
nodes，which is characteristic of五niteamplitude waves 

A simple application of Healy's method to this case yields the incident and 
reflected wave heights of 

昂� F=4(fImax十� Hmin)=I1r(l+ ~b22k叫， i 
¥ (7) 

Hr片言(瓦� nax-1!min)=Hr(1ーす� b22kHI)・j 

Thus the incident wave height is overestimated and the reflected wave height is 
underestimated; the apparent value of re自ectioncoe侃� cientbecomes less than 
unity in spite of perfect reflection at x=O. In the above equations，primes are 
attached to indicate the values being apparent ones. 

A similar examination of the case of partial reflection can reveal the limit of 
applicability of Healy's method for waves of五niteamplitudes. Calculation of 
partial reflection of五niteamplitude waves has been carried out to the third order 
appro羽田�  ation，� and the apparent values of incident wave height and reflection 
coefficient have been computed for a number of wave conditions". The results 
of computation are presented in graphical forms of correction diagrams forincident 
wave height and reflection coe毘� cientfor various values of relative water depth. 
Figure 1 is the correctioll diagramネ� forthe relative water depth of h/L=u.14 

キ� 1nthe reference (2) the notation ofLA is employed for the wavelength calculated with the 
small amplitude wave theory in order to identify it from the wavelength of五niteam-
plitude waves. 1n thispaper，the wavelength is calculated with the small amplitude wave 
theory and denoted with L for the sake of simplicity. 

…� 8 
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Fig. 1. Correction Diagram for Incident Wave Height and Refl.ection 
Coefficient at hjL=u.14 
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Yoshimi GODA 

The diagram is applied for the measured data as follows. Suppose a wave 
envelope in front of a model structure has shown the maxima and minima of 

Hmax=38.1cm and Hmin口� 9.3cm 

at the water depth of h=50cm and with the wavelength of L=3. 57 m. The ap-
parent heights of incident and re自� ectedwaves are calculated by Healy's method 
as 

H;=t四1+9.3四� 7口� 

H 1-9.3)=14.4cm品主� =t伺� 

This gives the apparent coe伍� cientof wave re:ftection as: 

K~ロ喜与 =0.608 
" [  

For this value of re:ftection coefficient，the correction to incident wave height is 
read on the upper part of Fig. 1 as: 

辛口1.238 and 卒� =0.0535，
叫 』�  

after several trials for the point at which the apparent wave steepness takes the 
value of Hγ/L=0.237/3‘57 =0.0664. The correction to reflection coef五cientis read 
on the lower part of Fig. 1 by interpolation as 

KR=0.89. 

The incident and reflected wave heights are then calculated from the above as 

，238=19. 2 cm 1.7/=23.，H
Iln=19. 2xO. 89=17.1 C111 

The correction of incident wave heights and refiection coefficient has been 
made by the graphical method to all the data listed on Tables 1 and 2 of the 
previous paper. The re-analysis of wave transmission and re:ftection was carried 
out with these corrected data 

3. Wave Transmission and Reflection by VerticaI 

WaII Bre泡� kwat湾問�  

3. 1 V crtical Wall Breakwaters with Their Crests at the Still、rVaterLevel 

When the crest of a breakwater is at the height equal with the still water 
level，or R=O，a considerable amount of overtopping occurs and the re-generation 
of waves is observed behind the breakwater，even though a small amplitude wave 
theory will predict no wave transmission for the condition of Rニ� O. The presence 
of transmitted waves，on the other hand，i111plies a partial re自ectionof waves by 
the breakwater. The transmission and refiection coe伍� cientsof vertical wall 
breakwaters with zero crest rise determined from the test data are shown in 
Fig. 2 for the breakwater width of B=40cm and 0.9 cm at the water depth of 
h=5日C111. The relative water depth is h/L=0.14. The data represent those of 
the Cases VIII，IX，and X of Table 1 in the previous paper. The amount of 
correctio11 i11 transmissio11 coefficient was about 0.06 in increase at most. 011 the 
other hand the amount of correction in refiection coefficient exceeded O. 2 in 

…� 10ー
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Wave Transmission over Breakwaters 

several data 
R~O h/L~印4 A point of interest is the decrease 
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breakwater and about O. 50 for the thin 
nsmission and Reflection Ol1e. Thus for waves of ordinary steep 

Coefficients of Vertical Wall ness， the breakwater with the crest at 
BreakwaterswithZero Crest Rise the still water level does not achieve 

its fUl1ction su伍� ciently. 
Another point of interest is that the effect of breakwater width on trans-

mission coefficient is oppoiste to that on reflection coe伍� cient;the broad break-
water shows smaller transmission and larger re丑� ectionthan the thin one. If the 
SU1l1 of the squares of transmission and re自� ectioncoe伍� cientsis taken as a measure 
of wave energy conservation with the notatiol1 of 1(8， 01" 

K. = 1(#十1(1，� (8 ) 

the average value of KE is calculated as 0.66 for the broad breakwater and 0.67 
for the thi11 one. The almost identical value indicates that the loss of wave 
energy in the process of wave transmission and re自� ectio11is not affected by the 
width of breakwater. 1n the previous paper the difference in the transmission 
coe伍口� entdue to the breakwater width was attributed to the di旺� erencein the 
mechanics of overtopping water mass in wave re-generation. But it seems that 
the broad breakwater can hold some portion of overtopping water mass upon its 
crest and bring back it offshore，thus decreasing the amount of overtopping watel 
mass and increasing the magnitude of wave reflection. 

The loss of wave energy Illdicated by the value of ](e smaller than unity is 
considered to be associated chief1y with the wave re-generation process behind a 
breakwater. Although this leads to a prediction that waves of very small steep-
ness with little wave transmission w il1 conserve most of the energy through the 
process of total reflection， the difficulty in accurate measurement of high reflec 
tion coefficient for such waves (mostly caused by small irregularity in wave 
pro自� le)has hindered the acquirement of the data which will substantiate the 
prediction; the coefficient KE did not show any trend of increase or decrease with 
the wave steepness in the range of waves tested. For waves of ordinary steep-
ness， the loss of wave energy by a breakwater with the crest at the still water 
level may be regarded about 30 per cent. 
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3.2 A Thin Wall with Varying Crest Rise 

With raising of the breakwater crest， wave transmission decreases and wave 
reflection increases. A quantitative evaluation of this tendency is shown in Fig 
3 for a thin wall made of a steel plate of 0.9 cm in thickness (the Case XI of 
Table 1 in the previous paper). The rise of the top of wall above the still water 
level varied from +1. 7H1 to -0.9H1 • As in the analysis in the previous paper， 
the ratio of crest rise to wave height is taken as the abscissa. The ratio v目� ifies 
itself to be the governing parameter by the fact that the data of wave trans-
mission and reflection a日� concentratedaround 田� perimentalcurves even though 
the wave steepness varies from 0.026 to 0.046 at the relative water depth of hlL 
=0.14 引� lecorrectioI1 in the data of transmission coe伍� cientshown in Fig. 3 
was not large in terms of the absolute value， but the corresponding values of 
relative crest rise were modified so that the relationship between the transmission 
coefficient and relative crest rise was slightly changed目� 

The upper part of Fig. 3 shows the variation of the coeffi口� ent ]u・� The 
minimum of KD occurs when the top of wall is slightly submerged. 
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3.3 Gross Estimation of Transmission and Reflection Coeflicients of Vertical 
Wall Breakwate四� 

The corrected data of transmission coefficient of vertical wall breakwaters 
with relative crest width of BIL=O.8-1. 1 (the Cases I through VII of Table 1 
in the previous paper) are shown in Fig. 4 with the abscissa of RIHl. Although 
the data show a scatter in a certain range because these data are somewhat in-
ferior in accuracy to tl1 0se shown in Figs. 2 and 3 and all data regardless of the 
wave characteristics are plotted， the dependence of KT upon RI Hl is well estab 
lished. 
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Wave Transmission over Breakwaters 

The application of the empi1' ical fo1'mula of Eq. 1 to the 1'espective groups 
of data with the same values of relative water depth has yielded the following 
values of αand s on the average 

α=2.2 s=0.7 fo1' hjL=0.5， 

α=2.2 s=0.5 for hjL=0.3， 

α=2.4 s=0.4 for hjL=0.2， 

(9 ) 

α=2.0 s=O.4 for hjL=0.14， 

α=2.2 s=0.4 for hjL=0.10， 

α=2.0 s=O.l for hjL=0.07. 


Thus， the waves with lower value of 1' elative water depth tend to show larger 
t1'ansmission coefficient. This can be observed in Fig. 4 where data are di旺� e1 
entiated with the 1' elative water depth. A gross estimation of transmission 
coe伍� cient，� however， can be made with the parameters ofαand s of the following: 

(0.. . .uppe1' limit， 

α=2.2 and s=( 0.4. .mean， (10) 

lO.8. .10we1' limit 

These are impl'ovement over the p1' evious values ofα=2.0 and s=0.5 based on 
the unco1' rected data of wave t1'ansmission. 

1.0 

Kγ 

0.4 

0.2 

O 

• h/L= 0.5 
o 0.2 

4812 
0.07 

-5 0 1 1. 2.0 

Fig. 4. Transmission Coefficient of Vertical Wall Breakwaters 

It should be mentioned here that the e旺� ectof wave steepness on wave trans* 
mission coe伍� cientis neg1i gible in this form of representation as in Fig. 3. 

As for the reflection coe伍� cient，� the data showed much wider scatter than 
those of transmission coefficient. A gross estimation of reftection coe伍� cIe nt，� 
however， was made in Fig. 5 on the basis of approximate upper-limit of data 
scattering with the consideration that the coefficient Ke for energy conservation 
should not di旺� e1' much from that of thin wall shown in Fig. 3. ln the calculation 
of KD the transmission coe伍� cientwa3 estimated by Eq. 1 with the mean values 
ofαand s in Eq‘� 9. The coe伍� cient KD for energy conservation thus calculated 
is also shown in Fig. 5. 
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Conservation of Vertical Wall Breakwaters 

4. Wave Transmission and Rellection by Composiぉ� Breakwaters 

Tests on composite breakwaters were conducted with the rnodels shown in 
Fig. 6. The depth at the top of foundation rnound varied frorn d 15to 35cm ロ� 

at the water depth of h=50 crn. The foundation rnounds were rnade with wooden 
board and concrete blocks. As seen in the sketch， no passing of wave energy 

6. Fig. Sketch of Model Composite Breakwaters 
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Wave Transmission-over Breakwaters 


was allowed through the foundation mound in. order to simplify the phenomenon 
as such by overtopping only. The relative water depth was chosen at IzjL=0.14. 

The corrected data of transmission 

hlしよ印� 4 KT KR d/hand reflection coefficients of the compo但 10
site breakwaters、Niththe crests at the o e 0.3 

09 t;， .6. 0.5 
stil1 water level are shown in Fig. 7 包囲。ァ� 

The correction in transmission coeffi~ 団 ~ .園  

cient reached about 0.06 in several data hE-E-1hE』� z--ーー掴� 
岡 盟組of low mound breakwater， but the a- 07 

mount of correction was about O.ωatJ61・
A

@ 

..... 勺トム~
most for medium mound breakwater and .問、た。 "-..less for high mound breakwater. The 
maximum amount of correction in reftec~ 
tion coe伍� cientwas about 0.17 for djh 
口� 0.7，� about 0.10 for djh=0.5，and about 
0.03 (negative) for djh=0.3. 

02The increase of transmission coeffi 
口� ent around Hj L=0.05 for the high 。l 

mound breakwater with djh=O.3 is as~ 


sociated with the breaking of waves on O一一一一一
o o.印口�  02日� 03004 0.05 0.06 007 0.08 
the top of foundation mound. The trans- HI/L 

ectionCoeffi-自Transmission and Re 7. Fig.cientsof the mediul11 and伍mission coe
low mound breakwaters with zero crest cients of Composite Breakwaters 
rise are almost the the same，showing a with Zero Crest Rise 

gradual increase with the increase of wave steepness. 
The ref[ection coef日cientof composite breakwaters with zero crest rise is 

strongly affected by the height of foundation mound with the tendency of high 
ref[ection with low mound height. The ref[ection coe伍� cientof the low mound 
breakwater with djh=0.7 is almost the same with that of the vertical wall break-
water shown in Fig. 2. The low mound breakwater also demonstrates almost 
the same transmission coefficient with that of the vertical wall breakwater. Thus 
the presence of a low foundation mound does not a旺� ectthe process of wave 
transmission and reftection by a breakwater. 

The corrected data for various crest rises are shown in Fig. 8. The data at 
Rj HI=O are shown with the average values and ranges of variations. As in 
Figs. 3 and 4，the correction mainly appeared in the relative crest rise Rj品� and 
the ref[ection coefficient J(n. To the data of transmission coefficient，the empiri-
cal formula of Eq. 1 was applied as indi回� tedwith solid lines in Fig. 8. This 
yielded the following values for the parametersαand s・� 

α=2.2 s=0.1 for IzjL=0.3， i 
α=2.2 s=0.25 for hjL=0.5， ) (11) 

α=2.2 s=0.35 for IzjL=0.7目� J 

In comparison with the uncorrected data of the previous paper，the value of the 
parameterαhas been changed from 1.8 to 2.2， while the change in s is slight. 

1n Fig. 8 the data of ref[ection coefficient，especially those for hjL=0.3，show 
wider variations than those for vertical wall breakwaters. The variations are 
rather consistent，each having a peak at some wave steepness for a fixed rise of 
breakwater crest. The cause of these variations is not clear，however. 
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Fig.8 Transmission and Reftection Coe侃� cientof Composite Breakwaters 

The results of Figs. 7 and 8 have been obtained on the condition of no wave 
passing through the foundation mound as mentioned before. Actual breakwaters 
of composite type aIlow certain amounts of wave energy to pass through rubble 
mounds. According to the tests by Sato et. al."，a mound breakwater composed 
of artificial concrete blocks with the void ratio of 50 per cent has the transmis同� 

sion coe伍� cientof about 0.2 to 0.5 due to wave passing; waves of large steepness 
yield low values of transmission coefficient. Experiments on rubble mound break 
waters composed of crushed stones in multi同� layersby 1to et. al.5) and the Kobe 
Design and 1nvestigation 0侃� ceG) have provided the transmission coe伍� cientof 
about 0.1 due to wave passing. Therefore， some modification will be necessary 
on the results of Figs. 7 and 8 when applied for actual breakwaters of composite 
type. As a reference to design problems，the foIlowing formula is suggested for 
the transmission coef五� cientof composite breakwaters，based on the principle of 
summation of the wave energies due to overtopping of the crest and passing 
through the rubble mound: 
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(12)A1'= HI-

0.1(1-~) for長� ?::a-s 

The faclor of (l-d/h) for the height of rubble mound has been chosen rather 
subjectively. Figure 9 is a graphical representation of Eq. 12 for d/h=0.3，0.5， 
and 0.7 with the parameters ofαand sgiven by Eq. 11，and for d/h=O with the 
parameter sset at the value of -0.2 by the extrapolation of the relation of Eq. 
11. 

5. Conclusions 

The laboratory data on wave transmission over breakwaters presented pre-
viously were corrected against the apparent values of incident and refl.ected wave 
heights originated through the use of Healy's method. The re-analysis of cor白� 

rected data has yielded the following conclusions: 
1. The values of parametersαand sin the empirical formula of transmission 

coe伍� cientfor vertical wall breakwaters are revised to 2.2 and 0.4，respecti・� 

vely，from the previous values of 2.0 and 0.5. 
2. The value ofαfor composite breakwaters is revised to 2.2 from the preM 

vious one of 1.8，while the value of sremains almost unchanged 
3. The loss of wave energy in the process of wave transmission and refl.ection 

by a vertical wall breakwater is about 30 to 35 per cent at the maximum， 
which occurs when the crest of breakwater is slightly submerged 

4. An estimation of reflection coefficient is made for vertical wal1 breakwaters 
with various crest rises above the still water level 

5. A formula is suggested for the transmission coefficient of a composite 
breakwater，inclusive of the e旺ectof wave passing through the rubble 
mound 
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